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Consumer

CC Water CEO Tony Smith likes most of
what he sees in PR19 business plans, but
looks for more stretch and challenge – and
has words of warning on prices and ODIs.

C

ustomers do pretty well from the 2020-2025 price
and service packages water companies put on the
table back in September. As we said back then,
it is hard to easily find fault with a simultaneous
13% increase on AMP6 spending to £50bn and a 4% real terms
fall in average bills. Particularly when teamed, among other
things, with help for 90% more customers who struggle with
affordability, to 1.4m customers a year; a 36% decrease in the
duration of supply interruptions; environmental action to improve 8000km of rivers; and a 90% reduction in the number of
serious pollution incidents. And all on the back of a gargantuan customer engagement programme which Water UK said
reached 5.3m people over around two years.
But for Consumer Council for Water chief executive Tony
Smith, that is not the end of the story for customers. He sees the
potential for even greater ambition on the part of companies,
and the prospect of Ofwat squeezing out efficiencies to further
hold prices down. He also points out that the picture isn’t an unqualified delight for customers; he has particular concern about
Outcome Delivery Incentives (ODI) and about talking of prices
in ‘real terms’ given that is pre-inflation. Of the overall situation,
he says: “It’s looking pretty good. But we have to be careful about
saying it’s great”.
CC Water isn’t publishing a formal view of business plans at
this stage, but Smith shares insights informally. He clarifies at
the outset that his remarks are not relevant for every company in
every circumstance as considerable variety sits underneath the
overall industry picture. In fact, from the watchdog’s point of
view, there are clear winners – “those who push the boundaries”
– and what Smith describes as “those with challenges” around
performance and perception. His subsequent comments refer to
the generic industry situation.
The price and service package
The overall acceptability of company business plans to customers is always a very important measure in price reviews, but says
Smith, this time around it is “crucial…in context of heightened
concerns about legitimacy”. Quite simply, he believes if PR19 is
not acceptable, it is not a success. “Prices should be set according
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ODIs, against the backdrop of the legitimacy debate, rather takes
the sector into uncharted territory.
Smith urges: “Ofwat and the companies need to think very
carefully about customer reaction.” This is particularly true of
companies which report little support for ODIs among customers (customer support appears to vary a lot company to company, according to the plans) but which have gone ahead and
proposed them anyway, presumably to comply with Ofwat’s preference. Smith asks of in-period ODIs: “If there really is customer
support for ODIs, why are great moves being taken to mitigate
the effect?” Top reward earner Severn Trent, for instance, has recently opted to defer the bulk of its £87.8m wastewater reward
for 2017/18 performance.

counsel
to what customers will accept,” he explains, to mimic a competitive market.
So how are the plans looking according to this most significant of measures? Smith says there are “good numbers” on acceptability in the plans themselves – though he points to a few
caveats. These include that companies have used different methods to ascertain acceptability so easy comparisons are tricky,
and that uninformed customer opinion is the acid test and more
reflective of the sort of headlines that might appear. He points
out too that there is “danger in focusing on real terms numbers”
– views on acceptability can shift significantly if customers are
told they will get a price cut but once inflation is added in, they
see a rise. Some firms are in a good place on this, Smith points
out. “It’s encouraging – some companies see no price increase, or
even a price cut, once inflation has been added in.”
CC Water plans to test acceptability on a common basis once
Ofwat has issued its draft determinations. Smith anticipates that
will expose any problems far more clearly.
On price itself, he says it’s “not a bad picture, but could be
better”. He sees scope for Ofwat to challenge companies on efficiency, and suggests that where companies have challenging
(and expensive) statutory environmental programmes, consideration should be given to re-phasing them over longer periods.
He is impressed by the upswing in help for those who struggle
to pay earmarked in the plans: “The numbers are going up quite
quickly across the industry, which is good.” But has another caveat:
“There’s still a long way to go. Three million customers say they have
affordability problems, and these numbers go nowhere near that.”
On the related but separate issue of vulnerability, Smith praises the industry’s ambition to swell the number marked out for
special assistance on company Priority Services Registers, but
he also cautions against the glib assumption that that will fully
deal with the problem. He points out that really grappling with
this difficult issue will require a shift in thinking to acknowledge
“transient and incident specific vulnerability”. This was exposed
during Beast from the East incident, and the cryptosporidium
outbreak in the north west, where those very problems were the
cause of some customers being temporarily vulnerable. A better
way for companies to think about it, he advises, is to ask themselves: “Are we satisfying all customer needs?”
As for what the revenue from bills will be spent on, CC Water is still mapping company plans against customer priorities,
particularly for safe, reliable supplies. Some points of particular interest to the watchdog are long term resilience provision
(“we don’t want to store up cliff faces”) and maintenance (“we
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wouldn’t want to see that stripped back”). He rejects the idea that
it’s a straight low price versus high investment choice, arguing
that with a robust efficiency challenge, innovation and ambition
“it could be both”.
More to stretch
Companies were told to set themselves stretching performance
commitments (PCs). Have they done so? Smith highlights sewer
flooding and pollution as two areas where real ambition is evident in the aggregate industry numbers. He points to a wide
range in the per capita consumption pledges (119 litres from
Yorkshire to 151 litres from Hafren Dyfrdwy), noting that these
are likely to shift once DEFRA publishes its PCC target. On leakage, while he is pleased to see a sizeable reduction earmarked
and the shift away from the old sustainable economic level of
leakage approach which took no account of customer views, he
calls it “disappointing” that most company plans “magically”
landed on the 15% target mandated by Ofwat. That’s evidence
of “the regulator saying something and companies following,”
rather than really listening to what their customers say.
He sees considerable scope for those pitching commitments at
the lower end of common measures to raise their ambition now
their peers have set higher standards. “Some thought they’d got
stretching PCs but they’ve been leapfrogged by other companies
in their plans,” Smith comments. He imagines “a lot of rethinking” will go on, adding “that’s the mechanism working, unlocking greater ambition.”
Less pleasing to CC Water is the whole situation with ODIs.
It has long argued the reward/penalty mechanism does not sit
comfortably with customers – a point Smith now reiterates.
“There’s an issue around the concept from a customer perspective,” he says. CC Water’s qualitative research indicates customers prefer penalties to rewards but even those are not universally
supported. “Many take the view that if there’s a problem, all a
penalty will do is make it worse,” Smith reports. Moreover, with
legitimacy in the spotlight, he is concerned that reward-based
price hikes could sour sentiment with customers who have been
told their bills will be flat or falling through to 2025. Price volatility, particularly from the industry wide roll out of in-period
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Satisfaction and society
The main household customer experience incentive in PR19 is of
course C-MeX, an evolution of PR14’s Service Incentive Mechanism (SIM). Smith welcomes some of the new features, such as
that the sentiment of customers who have not contacted their water company will play a part in future. He would, however, have
liked to see two distinct incentives rather than a single mechanism
that blurs the two: one for complaints/contacts (SIM updated)
which still needs to be “quite tough I think”; and the other on wider customer satisfaction, carrying a much beefed up reward/penalty. Smith explains the sector needs to “tackle urgently” customer
perceptions and satisfaction, and that unlike other incentives, a
satisfaction based mechanism would be “self regulating” as customers would be happier to pay more if they were more satisfied.
He fears C-MeX as scoped out hasn’t enough oomph to galvanise
firms at the lower end of the SIM table to strive to do better: “I’m
not sure new C-MeX will rattle the companies particularly hard.”
For the first time, a number of business plans contained an
initiative to demonstrate and expand the water company’s social
purpose. These included Severn Trent’s plan for 1% of profits to
be spent on community schemes, United Utilities’ community
dividend, and South West Water’s customer shareholding. What
does Smith make of those? “In principle, they are interesting
concepts,” he mulls, adding that CC Water is currently looking
at the detail of such proposals to ascertain whether the initiatives
are “tinkering at the edges or making a real difference”.
Process
Finally, what does Smith think of the PR19 methodology and
approach in the round? He sees the level of customer focus this
time around as “a real step forward” and “completely different”
to his first price review in 2004. The only ‘but’ here is he questions companies’ motives: have they truly seen the light or are
they still just doing as they are told in a new way? “Is it because
the regulator says so? Is it just part of that culture?” He indicates
his view is that companies vary on that.
He doesn’t go into too much detail about the role of Customer
Challenge Groups except to say he thinks they made a good contribution in pushing companies to go the extra mile on customer
engagement, and in holding companies to account in linking research findings to business plans.
He comments too on the complexity and high demands of
the process for CCG members. He sees scope for the regulatory
framework to be simplified, particularly if customer satisfaction
was put front and centre of the incentive regime.
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